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Who, what, when, where, why:
An interactive installation by panGenerator presented at EXPO2020 in the Polish Pavilion
raising awareness of one of the most endangered natural habitats on earth.
European meadows are one of the most endangered natural habitats on earth. Like other
ecosystems, meadows are experiencing increased pressure due to the climate change. In this
context our artificial “meadow-proxy” employs advanced technological means to subversively
convey the reflection on the intersection of nature and technology.
Do we really want to be reliant on technological proxies and simulations of natural phenomena
when they become extinct due to the climate change and exploitation of natural habitats? Or
maybe nature and technology can go hand in hand and with a shift to green solutions we can
avert the destruction and even help nature to thrive – so we’d still be able to hear the wind
rustling in the grass – for real…

The project was presented at EXPO2020 in the Polish Pavilion as a part of Silesian Voivodeship exhibition produced
by Xperience Events.

Technology:
The installation consist of 440 custom built 2-axis kinetic modules, featuring completely silent
electromagnetic actuators and custom PCB of bespoke design – conceived and engineered
from scratch by the panGenerator team – as the traditional off-the-shelf solutions like servos
would be too noisy, unreliable and hard to control in such quantity. The Leap Motion controller is
used to capture various hand gestures interpreted by custom software built in nodejs as forces
that act upon virtual grass-field which in turn provides the raw data to control the movement of
individual physical grass blades in 2 degrees of freedom. The main construction measures
approximately 1.8 x 4.4 x 1 meters and is built mainly with cnc-milled wooden parts generated
parametrically in Grasshopper 3D and the individual kinetic modules combine wooden elements
with PCB, electronics, custom 3d-printed parts and laser-cut paper blades.

About creators:
panGenerator
panGenerator is a new media art & design collective based in Warsaw, Poland, founded by Piotr
Barszczewski, Krzysztof Cybulski, Krzysztof Goliński and Jakub Koźniewski. Since 2010 the
group creates unique projects exploring new means of creative expression and interaction with
the audience.Their works are characterized by blending ephemeral digital realm with physical
world. PanGenerator is mixing bits & atoms to create audience-engaging, dynamic and tangible
experiences in opposition to typically static, hermetic and unapproachable conventions
prevalent to traditional, mainstream “modern art” practice.
http://pangenerator.com

Links:
Project page: https://pangenerator.com/projects/elegy-toa-meadow/
HQ video (with download option): https://vimeo.com/692651608
Web res photos: http://pangenerator.com/public/press/meadow/meadow-photo-web.zip
Print res photos: http://pangenerator.com/public/press/meadow/meadow-photo-print.zip
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